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The War: A Study of the Purposes of God in Permitting It. By
Gross Alexander, Nashville, 1915. Publishing House Meth. Ep. Ch.,
South, 1915. Pamphlet, 22 pp. 10 cts.

A most vigorous arraignment of Germany on the basis of
Bernnhardi, Usher, Treitschke and Crain mainly. In the later
pages the religious significance,is given attention. The righteous
indignation of the author and his enthusiastic fervor for a re
ligious social order and upright internationalism make this a
most vital paper.

2. SERMONS AND ADDRESSES.

The Gospel of the Sovereignty, and Other Sermons. By the Rev.
J. D. Jones, M. A., B. D., Hodder and Stoughton. London and New
York, 1915. $1.50 net.

This is a volume of strong, meaty sermons; not brilliant, but
vigorous in style ~.nd full of positive conviction. The book has
not the unity which the title would lead one to expect; but the
first four or five discourses are strong presentations of various
aspects of the theme indicated in the title. The author deplores
the weakening or disappearance of the sense of the Divine Sov
ereignty. This is beyond question an aspect of the religious
tendency of our times which demands most earnest attention.
The author would have done well to try to discover the cause or
causes of the weakening sense of God's sovereignty. The cause
is to be sought, doubtless, in the general social conditions of our
time. It is hoped by some that one of the results of the great
war will be to restore this old-time conviction, by awakening
anew the sense of the need of God. It is impossible to prophesy
with certainty as to that. How can the sense of the Divine Sov
ereignty be brought back as a permanent factor in the experience
of the people?

C. S. GARDNER.

In a Preacher's Study. By George Jackson, B. A. Hodder and
Stoughton [George H. Doran Company] London and New York, 1.914.
VIII--I- 250 pp. $1.25 net.
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Professor J acbon is always engaging, suggestive and inspir
ing. Those who are in the habit of reading eagerly what he
writes will not, however, feel especially proud of this volume. It
is a collection of essays and addresses discussing questions of criti
cism, missions, etc. There is no unity. Some of the essays are
up to the standard of the author; but one wonders what is the
use of such, e. g., as that on "Lord Morley and the Christian
Faith." That on "The Missionary Idea in the Gospels" is good
but quite inadequate and if its use, direct and indirect, of Hor
ton's" The Bible a Missionary Book" be extracted little of value
is left. For those whose reading has been limited the work is
very useful, for men who have read much it will hardly be
needed.

W. O. CARVER.

The Christian Equivalent of War. By W. Willard Lyon, Secretary
of the Foreign Department of the International Committee of Young
Men's Christian Associations. The Association Press, New York, 1915.
154 pp. 50 cents, postpaid.

This book is basal. Its method is that of inductive suggestion.
It is exactly calculated to lead to a rational repudiation of force
as the reliance for personal as for national adjustments. It is
not negative and repressive but positive and constructive. Its
object is the enl1'ltment of all the aggressiveness of the human
spirit in the tasks of Kingdom realization; and specific lines for
such endeavor are brought forward. The six chapters deal with
these vital questions: What is wrong in war? What is the
right use of force? Why look especially to Jesus for light on
the war problem1 What is the moral good in war1 Has Jesus
a social equivalent of war? Has Jesus an equivalent of war for
the individual? Most fruitful are the" Suggestions for Thought
and Discussion" at the end of each chapter. Forty pages of
"supplementary notes" give some of the best matter on this
subject.

W. O. CARVER.

The Path of Life. By George Hodges, Dean of the Episcopal Theo
logical School, Cambridge, Mass. New York, The Macmillan Company,
1914. $1.25 net.
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